City, Rivers & Wildlife Safari Tour

Overview
There's no better place to discover the great outdoors than Nepal. Active tours allow you
to choose your level of activity, from cultural city tour around ancient city to more
adventurous pursuits. Our exciting range of multi activity holidays Tour is designed to
show off the highlights of the regions they visit, whilst also including a variety of activities.
This 8 days tour starts from Kathmandu city to wildlife safari at chitwan National Park,
Rafting at Trisuli River, Pokhara city tour, and Paragliding from Sarangkot to sunrise
views of Nagarkot. You will experience the White water Rafting at Famous River- TRISULI
for about 2-3 Hours on the Way to Chitwan. Multi activity holidays are as much about
exhilarating experiences as they are about the landscapes and culture of Nepal
Himalayas.
We also discovery tandem flight From Sarangkot (1500m) to Pokhara (800m), a first flight
experience. Feel the sensation of flying in thermal conditions, (rising more than 500 m
from the take-off point), from there we fly cross-country with the birds, over the local
countryside you will see the rice fields, traditional villages and the people working in the
fields, before we fly over the lake, offering the chance to do a little acrobatic flying (if you
want to!), before landing beside the lakesid.
First time? No worries, experience is not required! Tandem flying is when a certified pilot
flies with a passenger. Both pilot and passenger sit in harnesses that are attached to each
other and the wing. A paragliding harness is designed for safety and comfort, and is like
sitting in a comfy chair. After an easy take-off, the passenger sits back and
relaxes...enjoying the epic scenery and breathing the mountain air.
Bring with you strong shoes, and a windproof jacket. A calm scenic float, or an acrobatic
tumbling routine, your choice...just tell the pilot your preference. Flights last from 30
minutes to 45 minutes, depending on weather conditions, and you!The activities included
are aimed to suit everyone from action heroes to complete novices. A 'go-for-it' attitude
and a reasonable level of fitness are however needed.If you are looking for a holiday with
a difference and want a new challenge each day, our multi-activity holidays might just be
the adventure for you. You may even discover talents that you never knew existed!

Itinerary Details
Day 01 : Kathmandu
A representative and driver from our office will meet and greet you at the airport and
escort you to your hotel and help you check into your designated hotel. We will arrange a
meeting with you at hotel to brief you about your daily activities etc.
Day 02 : Kathmandu
Early morning Drive to Domestic Airport for Mountain Flight (Optional). This one-hour
flight is the best thing ever happened towards exposing Mt. Everest - the highest peak of
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the world to a large number of visitors with limited time. Along with the spectacular view of
the Everest, the passengers can also view a host of other giants of the Himalayas such as
Shisha Pangma, Melungtse, ChoOyu, Pumori, Nuptse, Lhotse and AmaDablam among
others. This experience is enough to last a lifetime. Our first destination is
Swoyambhunath. This place offers a majestic view of the entire Kathmandu valley. Stupa
of Swoyambhunath epitomizes Buddhism. Your guide will enlighten you with detailed
historical and cultural information about the place. After this you will visit Living goddess
home and Kathmandu Durbar square. Locally this, Old royal palace area is called
Basantapur Area or Hanuman dhoka Durbar Square. Our next sightseeing will be at
Boudha nath (the biggest & Largest Buddhist Stupa in the World). In this Area, you will
visit Buddhist Monastery and stop for lunch Break. If weather is clear you can see nearest
Mountain of Kathmandu- Ganesh Himal from top of Restaurant. After Lunch, we will visit
Hindus temple Pasupatinath & tour for today is over here. Free day to relax or explore
yourself.
Day 03 : Raftting-Chitwan National Park
Drive to Trisuli River Rafting put in point, join the Group. Get experience of 3 hours short
Rafting and drive to Chit wan National park by Local bus. From specific place, our
Resort/Lodge jeep will pick you and transfer to Lodge/resort. After light Lunch, you will
take for Village tour of Chit wan or any other program set by resorts/Lodges.
Day 04 : Chitwan National Park
After delicious Breakfast, Your Jungle Activities will Starts. You will start from Canoe trip
to Elephant Breeding Center tour, Elephant Bathing & Elephant Ride. Guides will take you
to the Jungle for Nature walk. There will be timetable fixed at resorts for all your Jungle
Activities or you will inform about it. In Evening you will take to Cultural show centre for
Ethnic cultural Dance of terai region.
Day 05 : Chitwan National Park - Pokahra
After Breakfast, you will drive to Pokhara city (City with Lakes, caves, Mountains and
Many more).it is about 5 hrs drive through Rivers, villages and paddy fields. After hotel
checking, Evening take Boating at famous Phewa or Fewa Lake of Pokhara. During
Boating visit BARAHI temple which is built at Bowen lake. If weather is clear you can see
breathtaking view of Fishtail (Machapuchere in nepali Name), Annapurna South and
others. Join Cultural Dinner around Lake Side Area.
Day 06 : Pokhara - Nagarkot
Early Morning drive to Sarankot hill (1500M) for real Sun rise Views of Annapurna,
Daulagiri, Fishtail and other Panoramic Mountains. Drive to Hotel for Breakfast and tour of
Mahendra Cave, Bats cave & Seti River George. You will also visit Bhidya basini Temple
& Tibetan Refugee Camp. You will further visit to Devi’s fall and Gupteshower Cave. This
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is about 4-5 hrs tour which includes most of all places that attracts all tourists in Pokhara.
After Lunch, You will short drive to Airport and Fly back to Kathmandu. After Arrival to
Kathmandu, our Vehicle will drive you to Nagarkot. On your way to Nagarkot breathtaking
panoramic Himalayan views of Mt. Everest, Manaslu and Gauri Shankar will have
completely smitten. Nagarkot accommodates finest of resorts, hotels, restaurants and
cafes. You will spend your night at one of the best resort or hotel in Nagarkot.
Day 07 : Nagarkot - Kathmandu
Sunrise View at Nagarkot.You wake up early in the morning at birds’ melodious chirpings.
As you eye the nature, most heavenly sight of sunrise view rejuvenates your senses. You
spend your day amidst the natural surroundings of Nagarkot. After you have your share of
experiencing the magic of Nagarkot, you are drive back to your next destination
Bhaktapur where you will witness unique culture and finest display of craftsmanship.
Bhaktapur is the only place in Nepal which has remained untouched by western culture.
Lion Gate, Golden Gate, Art Gallery, Statue of King Bhupatindra, Nyatapola Temple and
fifty-five windowed Malla palaces are the living prides of Bhaktapur and you will tour
around all these places. You will make continue tour patan City( city famous for fine
Arts).this religious journey, your will be guided along the interesting places around Patan
like Patan Durbar Square, Mahaboudha Temple, Kumbeshwor temple, Krishna Temple,
Golden Temple etc.
Day 08 : Kathmandu - Departure
Morning free for Last Minute shopping.Our driver and airport representative drive you to
the airport in time for your flight back home. We ensure that you leave Kathmandu with
cherishing memory and an experience of a lifetime.
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